Shipping Container Homes: For Beginners: Tiny House Living, Book 3
Shipping container homes have become extremely popular, probably due to the fact that housing prices are ridiculously high, not to mention the prices on everything are climbing through the roof. Shipping containers are widely available and are becoming rather inexpensive. Maybe you've done a Google search or seen some cool pics on Facebook and thought it might be a cool idea to dig a little deeper and see if the idea of a shipping container home could become a reality. Well, let me tell you, there are thousands of people, every day, turning old shipping containers into the tiny houses of their dreams. In this book, you'll learn all the basic information you need to know to get started. Here's what we'll cover: Container home basics Buying your land Designing your home Living in a tiny house Getting your container house Built Finding a contractor Common obstacles that come with shipping container homes Basic shipping container concepts and architecture Shipping container design ideas
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**Customer Reviews**

Planning to build your dream shipping container home will not be too difficult as long as you have this book with you. Know where to start and know how to execute your plans and the things you want for your container home. From the basic things, tips, advantages and disadvantages and more these are just some of what this book can offer. You can avoid major lapses if you're able to apply what you'll learn from this book. Definitely useful!

Easily the worst book ever written. Typos and horrible grammar everywhere. Contradicting
information. I love container homes and was looking for real building and design expertise. Unfortunately this book is super amateurish, the writer really needed an editor and more information. Ironically the book suggests finding an expert if you aren’t sure of what you are doing. The writer should have followed his own advice. There are no drawings or pictures in the portion of this book that is about container homes. There are a few pictures in the second half of this book which is about tiny homes. Unfortunately the author again simplifies the process and provides misleading information. This is really a pamphlet about one person’s limited experience. I do not recommend this book except maybe as kindling.

Shipping Container Homes “For Beginners” by Christopher Dillashaw “For Beginners” might better be subtitled “For Kindergarten” Advertised on as a “Box Set” this is a booklet of ninety-one pages including 4 completely blank, 13 pages of six lines or less and 40 pages half-filled or less. To paraphrase another reviewer, “Poorly written to the point of embarrassment”. A journey into misinformation: For instance, the author suggests one could buy a refrigerated container and use the system/unit instead of installing air conditioning. There is a reason we don’t refrigerate our homes in favor of a re-circulating air system commonly called air conditioning. “Run the piping on the outside” “er maybe in tropical Dogpatch! There is nothing contained in this $12 booklet, other than perhaps the misinformation, that cannot be found on the internet. Not even worth one star. Thankfully a refund is promised but doesn’t cover shipping—a waste of money.

I picked up this book with the hope of gaining some clarity about building a container home. I live in a tropical climate so I had many questions about structure and integrity which were all answered. This book is short but I think that makes it better. This is a concise summary that will help you figure out exactly what steps you need to take on your journey.

A home is a home even if it made of a shipping container. I am drawn of this book because of its picture. The shipping container home has a very elegant facade. However, I found out from reading this book that this type of home do not have much space which is like a typical NYC apartment. The author of this book is encouraging its readers to think it over whether or not you really want to build a home using this material taken into consideration the space and weather. But I find houses such as this as modern and romantic. I want to own one someday when I grow tired of city living.
This book gives so many good reasons why it's a good idea to create a home with shipping containers that it makes it difficult to argue against it. There are many options that can make the whole process seem quite daunting. Though, don't let that get in your way. This book points out that it is really a matter of breaking down the process into simple steps. You don't need to know anything at all when reading this book. I believe it's an incredible choice for individuals who can't bear to purchase their own particular homes. Excellent guide!

Well I am not happy about this at all. I may would like, the book but it is not in English so I can not read a word. I tired to cancel or modify the order but could not find a way to do it. This must be a simple fix but just grumpy now.. Most of time it ask me foe English so how do I fix or get money back..

Thanks to this book because i now have an idea in what i am going to do with my house and building around with just a small space around my home. i would like to share this book to everyone would have highly recommend this very good book. i have really learnt a lot from this book. awesome book indeed!
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